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Listing ID: 40358563

$2,249,999
3 Bedrooms, 3 Bathrooms, 97.8 acres
Agriculture

3854 12 SUNNIDALE Concession,
Clearview, Ontario, L0M1S0

Overlooking the serenity of 97 beautiful
acres in Clearview Township you will find
this charming hobby farm just waiting for
your own personal touch. Offering endless
opportunities including organic farming,
possible equestrian centre or just simply a
peaceful sanctuary in the country this rare
find will speak to any horse lover or hobby
farmer alike. It is well suited to growing
families who seek the country life or empty
nesters too. This property is nicely located
in the Georgian Triangle and is bordering on
the southeast boundary of Wasaga Beach
and just minutes to all the conveniences you
need. The 3 bed, 3 bath main house has
been completely updated into a modern
urban farmhouse with lots of character of
the original farmhouse but with the addition
of all modern touches. The open concept
living space include a good size living
room, dining and kitchen area with lots of
space for family gatherings and entertaining.
The beautiful gourmet kitchen will please
any chef with the highend stainless steel
appliances including a Thermador fridge &
stunning 48” commercial like stove. Bright
adjacent open concept pantry area and
quartz countertops. The screened-in three
season sunroom extends the living space in
the summer months overlooking the fields
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and pastures. Enjoy the large main floor
master with a one of a kind ensuite. The
second floor takes you to additional
bedrooms, sitting area and updated 3 piece
bath. The property boasts a detached legal
studio loft apartment beautifully decorated
in a rustic style & a large garage/workshop.
The 2,500 sf century old bank barn has lots
of opportunity for storage, horse stalls or
many other options. The acreage itself has
been newly tiled and is a certified organic
property with a beautiful 25 ft 2 acres spring
fed pond, trails and lots of space to develop
trails, paddocks or continue to grow organic
produce, hay or hemp which has been
farmed there. Serenity Acres is the perfect
rural destination in the Georgian Triangle.
(id:37775)
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